Summary of cases being referred for investigation
Slovenia/Germany
A Serbian citizen posted from Slovenia to Germany to work on pipe and heating installation on
building sites in Heidelberg and Hagen between July and October 2016. The employer only paid half
of the worker’s wages in the first month and promised the rest would be delivered when the job was
completed. The worker has now been waiting for the money - €8,120.90 gross - for over three years.
The employer has since gone bankrupt and the contractor is refusing to pay.
Czech Republic/Denmark
A Czech scaffolding company has sent 45 workers to Copenhagen for the past two years. The Czech
workers are being paid 135 Kroner per hour whereas local workers earn 220 Kroner per hour. This
includes social security contributions which should not be part of their wages. The workers were told
by their employers not to talk to trade union representatives. The unions want the ELA to rule on
whether social security contributions should be counted as part of their wages.
Slovenia/Germany
Two Bosnian workers and two North Macedonian workers were posted from Slovenia to Germany by
a letterbox company to work in Müllheim for two months (November and December 2017) on
construction projects like digging canals, laying telephone cabals and asphalting. The workers
received half of their salary in November, but nothing in December. The letterbox company that
posted them has gone bankrupt and the contractor is refusing to pay.
Poland/Denmark
A Polish company providing bricklayers has sent 10 workers to sites in Copenhagen. Workers have
been told by the company, which has been involved in other labour court cases in Poland, that they
are not allowed to speak to trade unions. The company have said that social security contributions
are part of the workers wages, rather than paying them additionally. Unions want ELA to rule on
whether or not that should be the case.
Slovenia/Austria
A group of 31 construction workers from Bosnia and Croatia were posted by a Slovenian company to
Austria. They were supposed to be working on the same site in Austria, but unions believe that they
are more likely to have been sent to different sites across the country and that there is a high risk of
their wages going unpaid. In addition, the company did not comply with Slovenian law for registering
the posted workers. This may have a serious impact on their social security and pension
contributions when they return.
Slovenia/Germany
A company registered at an accountancy office in Slovenia has posted 391 workers, almost all of
whom are Bosnian, to Germany since 2011. It is believed the workers are not receiving the minimum
wage or paid holiday. Despite that the workers fear losing the work because they are heavily
dependent on the jobs. The company has not registered any economic activity in Slovenia and the
unions believe this is a case of bogus posting.

Bulgaria/Germany
A dozen Bulgarian workers were sent to Germany to work on construction of apartment buildings
between January and August 2019. Workers contacted a trade union to say they had not received
any wages since June. After the intervention of the union, the workers were paid €1,350. But their
outstanding wages were in fact €9,766. It is also believed that the company has failed to pay the
necessary taxed and social security contributions in Bulgaria.
Slovakia/Germany
A Slovakian company has sent 167 workers to Germany since 2013. It is unknown whether the
company is paying the minimum wage and it is believed to be using bogus self-employment to avoid
paying benefits such as holiday pay. The company is also being investigated by the German social
security office.
Slovenia/Germany
A Slovenian letterbox company has sent 113 workers, most of whom are Serbian residents, to work
on construction sites in Germany. It is likely the company is a front for a separate Serbian-based
company, which has sent 1,500 posted workers, in order to get around German limits on the number
of workers who can be sent. It seems unlikely that the workers involved have received the minimum
wage or holiday pay.
Belgium/Italy
Non-payment or under-payment of wages, food and accommodation of allowance, and social
security contributions for workers from Italy, Romania, Albania, Kosovo and Egypt employed by an
Italian subcontractor to construct the Rive Gauche shopping centre in Charleroi.

